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Addendum
Ž .Volume 188, Number 2 1997 , in the article ‘‘On the 1-Cohomology of
Finite Groups of Lie Type,’’ by Michael F. Dowd, pages 720]732
Ž .doi:10.1006rjabr.1996.6859 : It has been pointed out to the author that
the statement of Corollary 2 is true up to Galois conjugation only, that is,
Žonly after the weight l is replaced with a suitable Galois conjugate with
Ž ..respect to G n . This does not affect the main result of the paper, since
Ž .1-cohomology of G n is invariant under Galois conjugation. The neces-
Žsary twisting was clearly explained in the main theorem of the paper p.
.722 , but the statement of Corollary 2 did not mention this. In other words,
the correct version of Corollary 2 should read:
COROLLARY 2. For each prime p and each simply connected semisimple
Ž .algebraic group G not of type C if p s 2 defined and split o¤er the primel
Ž . Ž .field F , there exists a natural number N G, p such that n ) N G, p impliesp
that for e¤ery pn-restricted weight l, there is a Galois conjugate, l9, of l, such
that
H 1 G n , L l ( H 1 G n , L l9 ( H 1 G, L l9 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . nIn the exceptional case, we ha¤e that if n ) N G, p , then e¤ery p -restricted
weight l has a Galois conjugate l9 with
H 1 G n , L l ( H 1 G n , L l9 ( H 1 G, L l9 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
The amended statement follows from the Cline, Parshall, Scott, and van
der Kallen result, but the previous one did not. Namely, for each G and p,
Ž . Ž n .there is a finite set of weights which contains for all n a Gal F rFp p
conjugate of every pn-restricted weight with nonzero H 1. It should also be
emphasized that the main conclusion of the paper still holds; since
1-cohomology is invariant under Galois conjugation, the computation of
1 Ž .H for all Chevalley groups G n is still reduced to finitely many cases for
each G and p.
The author thanks Cornelius Pillen and James E. Humphreys for
pointing our the misstatement.
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